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Bueno Pá Gozar
Paul De Castro Y Su Orquesta Dengue
KIPU Records
Latin Jazz originated around the use of Cuban dance rhythms as a
foundation for jazz harmonies, melodies, and improvisation, an idea that
sometimes gets lost in the contemporary music scene. While early innovators
stayed faithful to the music’s rhythmic traditions, the current generation of
Latin Jazz artists have indulged their exploratory side extensively. In some
cases, clave has taken a backseat to the creation of an improvisatory voice as
musicians stretch time and alter rhythmic structures. These new ideas have
been important for Latin Jazz and they have pushed the genre in new
directions. At the same time, new forms of Cuban dance music have evolved, resulting in songo, timba, and
more. These modern styles integrate a number of improvisatory elements and share several artistic
aesthetics with Latin Jazz, offering a natural place to reconnect the two worlds. Yet very few artists chose
to blend modern Cuban dance forms into Latin Jazz, largely due to a lack of familiarity with the
contemporary dance styles. Musicians that strive to blend jazz and modern Cuban dance music need
specialized knowledge and creative insight. When they apply these elements, the resultant music displays
an exciting new approach to the genre. Pianist Paul De Castro and his band Orquesta Dengue creatively tap
into timba, songo, jazz, and more on Bueno Pá Gozar , delivering an exciting set of modern, intelligent, and
hip music.

Utilizing A Wide Swipe Of Modern Cuban Music
De Castro utilizes a wide swipe of modern Cuban music as the foundation for several engaging pieces. A
blistering timba montuno leads into a powerful horn introduction on “Chico,” giving way to a melody
bristling with vitality from saxophonist James King. A dramatic rhythm section break makes room for De
Castro’s improvisation, driving the band into an unstoppable momentum. After an assertive moña, King
screams into an energetic solo full of quick runs before conguero Joaquin Arteaga explodes into an exciting
percussion statement. Vocalists Iris Sandra Cepeda and Nick Roman introduce “Una Miradita” with an
unaccompanied coro until the rhythm section jumps into a funky songo groove, recalling Los Van Van and
early NG La Banda. The singers take turns presenting the lyrics between coros before the band charges into
an aggressive funk groove, moving the song into a more modern timba approach. Cepeda and Roman riff
over De Castro’s persistent montuno, providing the context for an attention grabbing timbale solo from
Kevin Ricard. A unison percussion break sets up a serious minor groove and a repeated coro on “Bueno Pá
Gozar,” leading into a complicated melody that jumps between the winds and the rhythm section.
Trombonist Jose Arellano leaps into a bold solo amid inspiring rhythm section work, playing upon the
music’s syncopations, until De Castro provides a contrast through a lighter texture. The rhythm section
http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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roars into trumpet player Dan Fornero’s improvisation, matching the intensity of his high notes, building
inertia into King’s climactic statement. These pieces demonstrate a solid knowledge of contemporary
Cuban styles, creating some awe-inspiring music with a combination of impressive jazz performance and
intricate rhythm section work.
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Creatively Restructuring Jazz Standards
De Castro creatively restructures a number of jazz standards around modern Cuban music, resulting in
unique mixtures of old and new. Cepeda and Roman enter with an enthusiastic coro over a vamp on “Dejite
De Boberias” until the wind players jump into a catchy melody over the chord changes of “Take The A
Train.” King wraps jazz tinged lines around the classic harmonies while the rhythm section maintains a
steady pulse, followed by a classy solo from De Castro who combines ideas from both traditions. The coro
returns over the initial vamp, trading phrases with trumpet player Sal Cracchiolo’s explosive ideas, and
after a danceable mambo, Arellano exchanges energetic licks with the coro. The wind players and rhythm
section engage in a sharp call and response on the melody to “Que Cosa” which culminates in a series of
band kicks while drummer Tony Shogren improvises. The rhythm section shrinks behind De Castro who
immediately grabs the reigns with a ferocious introductory statement before moving into jazz lines and a
funky montuno. Cracchiolo tears into a driving vamp, inserting edgy licks between a repeating coro before
King flies into the coda with frenzied lines. Cepeda and Roman sing a repeated phrase over the
percussionists on “Azulejos” before De Castro winds running melodic lines between cutting brass hits.
Guest saxophonist Justo Almario explodes into a virtuosic solo over the chord changes to “Blue Bossa,”
tearing through the thick groove with nimble lines and a cutting tone. De Castro displays a close familiarity
with the song, driving percussive phrases through his solo before the rhythm section bursts into a fullfledged rumba guaguanco while Arteaga quintos assertively on bongo. De Castro applies some clever
arranging skills on these tunes, and it pays off as the band attacks each piece with an inspired familiarity.
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Adding Diversity While Maintaining Modernity
De Castro rounds out the recording with a collection of interesting pieces that explore several different
stylistic approaches. The rhythm section establishes a gentle bolero behind De Castro’s understated melodic
reading on “Chinita Linda” followed by a soulful interpretation from saxophonist Lucian Nagy. As the band
abruptly stops, De Castro fills with space with an active montuno, pushing the group into a double time son
montuno as trumpet player Ramon Flores spins a lyrical statement. Ricard applies creative energy to his
percussion solo, combining tones from congas and bongo into a fluent and engaging statement. The wind
players leap directly into a memorable melody over a medium tempo son montuno on “Maestro Frank”
before the group heads into a driving descarga with an energetic solo from Arellano. A break introduces an
ear-catching improvisation from Almario, which benefits from his gift for melodic invention, followed by
Cracchiolo, who skillfully combines tradition and technique into a musical masterpiece. Flutist Danilo
Lozano enters into an album highlight improvisation with a cutting tone and an inspired collection of
classic licks before De Castro closes the track with a rousing statement. The group changes gears with a
quick baiao groove as De Castro pays tribute to the influential Brazilian composer on “Hermeto.” Flores
plays upon the song’s bluesy tone, mixing equal bits of flash and style until Nagy twists through the funky
foundation with a brash soprano sax sound. Arellano enters into his improvisation with an inspired pick-up,
driving rough and percussive lines through the changes, before De Castro and Shogren both deliver inspired
improvisations. These tracks add some variety to the album, while the maintaining the recording’s distinctly
contemporary and creative edge.
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Massive Potential And A Potent Mixture
De Castro combines jazz and contemporary Cuban dance music with musicality and integrity on Bueno Pá
Gozar , showing massive potential behind the potent mixture. De Castro displays an intimate familiarity
with modern world of Cuban dance music, writing complex pieces that respect the aesthetics of the style at
every turn. The strength of his approach lies in his consistent dedication to jazz though, as he thoughtfully
finds ways to stay true to the jazz tradition. His piano playing leads the album’s massive rhythm section
work with aggressive and funky montunos that drive the groove. The rest of the rhythm section plays with
the appropriate fire and passion necessary in timba, but they always maintain a keen interactive ear. King
and Arellano deliver outstanding improvisations throughout the album, reflecting the group’s raw energy
and their own jazz refinement. Guest artists Almario and Lozano stand apart as knowledgeable and
experienced masters, supplying commanding performances filled with professionalism and tradition. De
Castro brings together his musicians and compositions into an engaging musical statement both likeable and
intricate, simultaneously danceable and intriguing. The powerful musical results apparent on Bueno Pá
Gozar present an inspiring message to the modern Latin Jazz world about the endless possibilities behind
dance oriented Latin Jazz, hopefully starting a trend that many musicians will follow.
———http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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Latin Jazz Report Card: George Wein’s
Carefusion Jazz Festival 55
The jazz festival has become a staple of communities
around the world and it’s important that Latin Jazz
remains in the mix. Jazz festivals should represent
the broad scope of the jazz world, and as a result,
they should include artists from across the spectrum,
including Latin Jazz. All festivals are not created
equally – some small local events only feature a
couple of acts while major corporate sponsored
events bring together multitudes of artists. These
larger festivals generally offer major promotional
opportunities for artists, provide important work in
tough economic times, and make essential
connections with new audiences. For years, festivals
have been skewed towards traditional jazz artists,
delving into pop and rock acts to inspire the
appearance of younger audience members. Smooth
jazz and fusion dominated festivals for a while,
reflecting their surges in popularity. The position of Latin Jazz at festivals has generally been precarious,
with limited inclusion. When festivals overlook Latin Jazz artists, they make large-scale statements about
the importance of the music in its genre.
We’ll be adopting a report card format to keep track of the Latin Jazz presence at major festivals here at
LJC. It’s time to break down the facts and examine the honest support of Latin Jazz at jazz festivals. I’ve
developed ten categories that ensure the success of Latin Jazz at a festival, assigning each category ten
points. I want to be fair and reflect the needs of musicians, audience members, and promoters, realizing
that festivals cater to more styles than simply Latin Jazz. Still, I want to keep an eye on festivals and their
use of Latin Jazz, hopefully inspiring some reflection, discussion, and eventually changes in the support of
Latin Jazz at festivals.
The categories are listed below; each one will be explained in our subsequent discussion. Remember, each
category involves ten points.
10 – Freebie points for holding a jazz festival at all
10 – Freebie points for simply including Latin Jazz in the festival line-up
10 – Flexible points that can be molded to festival special circumstances
10 – Percentage of Latin Jazz artists in the festival line-up
10 – Inclusion of both local and international Latin Jazz artists into the festival line-up
10 – Inclusion of both established and emerging Latin Jazz artists into the festival line-up
10 – Inclusion of a variety of Latin Jazz approaches into the festival line-up
http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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10 – Scheduling of Latin Jazz acts during the festival to ensure maximum visibility
10 – Special event programming for Latin Jazz acts
10 – A Latin Jazz educational component
———The first jazz festival assigned a Latin Jazz Report Card will
be George Wein’s Carefusion Jazz Festival 55 at Newport.
Originally known as the Newport Jazz Festival, this event
signaled the start of the jazz festival when Wein organized the
first gathering in 1954. The beautiful outside environment, the
community feeling, and the line-up of outstanding artists
ensured a successful birth to the event, which has continued in
several different forms to the present day. It inspired
promoters across the country, and eventually around the world,
to create similar mass jazz festivals, permanently sewing it
into the fabric of our lives.
As a result, the Newport festival carries a huge historical
significance and it garners more attention than most other festivals combined. This saddles the event’s
organizers with a great responsibility to the jazz world. Their choice of musicians for the event makes
unspoken statements about audience popularity and artistic relevance. The massive amount of promotion
around the festival ensures that their artists get superstar status. The audiences that attend the festival or
listen to the subsequent broadcast on NPR remember the names of the musicians, pushing their careers
forward. The Newport festival holds a good deal of power, so we need to make sure that Latin Jazz artists
are fairly represented at the event.
With that in mind, let us dig into the Latin Jazz Report Card for George Wein’s Carefusion Jazz Festival 55
at Newport.
———-

Freebie points for holding a jazz festival at all
Freebie points for simply including Latin Jazz in the festival line-up
Flexible points that can be molded to festival special circumstances
Our report card starts by offering 30 points for simply holding a jazz festival, including Latin Jazz in the
line-up, and facing any special circumstances. The Newport Jazz Festival fell victim to a new
organizational company and the country’s economic downturn. In all effective terms, the festival died and
most people already considered it a thing of the past. George Wein, the man that started the festival in
1954, returned to the forefront of the company, found corporate funding, reserved the location, and
assembled an impressive cast of artists. He did this starting in January of 2009, not much time to organize
a major event. This was an amazing task that shows Wein’s dedication to jazz and the Newport festival, an
admirable quality in every way. Newport 55 gets all 30 of these points, hands-down without question.
Newport’s grade in this category = 30
———-

Percentage of Latin Jazz artists in the festival line-up
A good jazz festival should represent
the diversity inherent in the jazz world,
including straight-ahead jazz, avantgarde, world, fusion, Latin Jazz, and
more. The balance between these
different styles forms an essential part
of any general jazz festival; any sway
too far in one direction causes
imbalance. If the festival aesthetically
makes a dedication to one style, then
we would expect to see one style
primarily. The general jazz festival
should include all different styles,
providing a wide spectrum of
performance opportunities for artists and a diverse listening experience for the audience. Although I would
love to see Latin Jazz occupy most of the festival’s attention, an overabundant share of the performance
http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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time would offset the balance. Considering all these elements, a reasonable amount of festival time for
Latin Jazz would be 20% of the performance slots.
The Newport 55 Festival reaches for this number, but falls a little too short. The festival involves a total of
33 acts, over the course of three days. Within that time frame, the festival offers 5 Latin Jazz acts, ranging
from Claudia Acuña to Miguel Zenon. After the math has been completed, Newport 55 dedicates 15% of
its festival to Latin Jazz, while spreading the other 85% across a range of styles. It’s a start in the right
direction, but a festival with fifty-five years of history under its belt should have a better focus on the jazz
world.
Newport’s grade in this category = 7
———-

Inclusion of both local and international Latin Jazz artists into the festival line-up
Festivals should offer the best of the
international jazz world’s talent, but
they should also invigorate the local
music scene. Festivals bring musicians
from afar into beautiful locations,
introducing listeners to new sounds and
artistic approaches. Ideally, musicians
from the East Coast, West Coast,
Canada, Europe, and beyond converge
in one place for a special gathering.
It’s a rare opportunity for everyday
working musicians that support the
local music scene to interact with
artists from outside their regular gigs.
This can result in future collaborations or even long-term mentoring, but in most cases, it builds
relationships. Without this give and take between the local and international, the festival basically rents a
facility, uses a community’s culture selfishly, and then leaves with money in hand.
Newport 55 falls flat in this category, revealing missing opportunities at several turns. The festival
organizers completely abandoned the idea of “local” when programming the event, so the lack of Rhode
Island based Latin Jazz groups fits the festival’s model. This is an unfortunate choice; Newport has hosted
the festival for decades, and its local music scene should benefit. On the same token, the festival avoids
many “international” or even “national” steps outside of New York’s jazz scene. Wein’s association with
festivals in New York most likely has left him connected with a number of top-notch artists from the area.
Yet those easy connections have left the festival heavily skewed in that direction. New York does house
outstanding talent, but there’s great Latin Jazz on the West Coast and all around the world. Newport 55
looses points in this category on its complete lack of local artists and a limited representation of
international artists.
Newport’s grade in this category = 6
———-

Inclusion of both established and emerging Latin Jazz artists into the festival line-up
Festivals also offer the opportunity to
mix the artists of yesterday, today, and
tomorrow into an inspiring melting pot.
Long established artists deserve a spot
in these high profile and generally wellpaying festivals; after years of
dedication to the art form, they deserve
these gigs. They generally carry
massive fan bases as well, ensuring a
huge amount of ticket sales and
additional turnout at the festivals. At
the same time, emerging artists that
show potential for future contributions
to the Latin Jazz world should also find
a place on the stage. They get the opportunity to see established artists performing and share ideas with
http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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them behind the scenes. They also put their new ideas and concepts in front of a large audience and in the
case of a festival like Newport 55, an international audience. The audience benefits from the young artists,
as they find new music and challenges in their listening. A good festival shouldn’t lean too far in any one
direction; they should integrate both established and emerging artists.
For the most part, Newport 55 does a good job presenting a mix of experience levels. They deliver a
number of emerging artists that symbolizes a dedication to tomorrow’s Latin Jazz world. Artists like The
Rodriguez Brothers, Claudia Acuña, and Alfredo Rodriguez all bring new ideas into their music, and they
will most likely challenge the audience’s perception of Latin Jazz. While I wouldn’t call Miguel Zenon an
established artist, he certainly serves as a familiar name to both Latin Jazz and modern jazz audiences. His
recent Guggenheim Fellowship puts him on the cutting-edge of the music, definitely a symbol of today.
The only area where Newport 55 falls short is the inclusion of established artists. Pianist Michel Camilo
alone holds this flame, while many popular names in the style such as Eddie Palmieri, Poncho Sanchez, or
Paquito D’Rivera miss the list. This was an unfortunate oversight in programming for the Newport staff.
Newport’s grade in this category = 8
———-

Inclusion of a variety of Latin Jazz approaches into the festival line-up
Programming Latin Jazz acts at a festival has become a much more complicated endeavor in the modern
age. Twenty years ago the inclusion of Afro-Cuban Jazz and Brazilian Jazz groups would have accounted
for the genre’s stylistic diversity. Today, there’s a variety of Latin Jazz groups that specialize in the music
of Peru, Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, and more. In addition, young musicians have explored outside the
style’s reliance upon bebop and hard bop jazz influences. They stretch, bend, and mold the rhythmic genres
into creative compositions that expand the genre’s reaches even more. The Latin Jazz artists in a modern
festival should represent at least a range of these rhythmic styles and jazz influences. Otherwise, an
increasingly large number of Latin Jazz artists are excluded from the event and the listening audience miss
the true nature of today’s Latin Jazz world.
The Newport 55 festival includes some of the Latin Jazz world’s current diversity, but it lacks quite a few
areas sorely. Most of the groups keep their focus upon the Afro-Cuban and Puerto Rican traditions.
Surprisingly, the festival sidesteps a Brazilian Jazz group completely, missing one of the Latin Jazz
world’s most popular styles. Acuña integrates a number of South American styles into her music, drawing
upon the folk music of Chile and beyond. Newport 55 delves deeply into the new conceptions of jazz
performance in a Latin context, presenting groups such as The Rodriguez Brothers and Zenon. Strangely,
this replaces the more traditional dance inspired Latin Jazz groups, burying the more “Latin” elements of
the music. Undoubtedly some of the groups will step briefly in new directions, but that never quite
expresses the true diversity of the Latin Jazz world. Newport gets points for some variety in rhythmic
styles and a risk with more cutting-edge groups, but looses points for a number of missing genres and a
lack of traditional Latin Jazz bands.
Newport’s grade in this category = 7
———-

Scheduling of Latin Jazz acts during the festival to ensure maximum visibility
In a concise event three-day event,
scheduling becomes an essential part of
the festival’s success or downfall. Latin
Jazz artists need to be spread across the
event evenly, allowing a constant
reference to the style. Since the festival
includes multiple stages, the Latin Jazz
acts need to occur at different times.
Both these factors allow the most
people to experience Latin Jazz acts and
also let the dedicated Latin Jazz
listeners travel between these
performances. Latin Jazz artists need to
find spaces along the headliners as well
as among the supporting acts. In all certainty, every Latin Jazz artist shouldn’t capture the headliner space
– this is a general jazz festival that promotes a number of genres. At the same time, three stages and two
days of music means 6 headlining opportunities. Certainly a space exists for a Latin Jazz act within that
http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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number. All these elements need to be considered when scheduling a festival.
Newport 55 handles scheduling with a decent sensitivity to the desires of the listening audience and the
promotional needs of the artists. The festival only offers two events on Friday night, which does not
involve Latin Jazz. The bulk of the festival occurs on remaining days, with two Latin Jazz acts on Saturday
and three on Sunday. On Saturday, the acts are spread apart by a few hours, making them both easily
accessible to Latin Jazz listeners. On this evening, Miguel Zenon headlines one stage, giving him the best
possible promotion. On Sunday, things get a bit more complicated, as the acts overlap each other by 15
minutes on different stages. Latin Jazz listeners need to decide whether they want to see The Rodriguez
Brothers and Alfredo Rodriguez or Michel Camilo and a bit of the others. All three of these acts also occur
earlier in the day, burying the effective distribution and publicity of Latin Jazz. It’s a balance, and Newport
spreads things out decently. They get points for finding a headline spot for one Latin Jazz artist while
loosing points for congesting the Sunday schedule.
Newport’s grade in this category = 8
———-

Special event programming for Latin Jazz acts
Corporate sponsors and a larger budget behind a festival opens the possibility to one-of-a-kind special
event programming. An existing group might explore a new or unusual repertoire that pushes them into a
challenging performance situation. An established ensemble might find the funding at a festival to invite a
guest artist into their performance, introducing new interactions into their performance. A special ensemble
might come together just for one performance, eliciting the excitement of hidden potentials. An artist
might recreate an album that included a wide spread of musicians, a larger group, or an unusual repertoire.
There are numerous possibilities in this type of special event programming. These kinds of events
stimulate the artistic community and excite the general listening audience with the opportunity to
experience a one-time musical product.
Newport 55 misses the boat completely in this category. One might think that current economic struggles
and the festival’s late organizational schedule could effect this category. Still, Newport 55 offers a
Branford Marsalis-Joey Calderazzo duo performance, the Cedar Walton All-Stars with special guest Lew
Tabackin, Chaka Khan with the George Duke Trio, and others. How about Bobby Sanabria & the
Manhattan School of Music revisiting Kenya again? How about Arturo O’Farrill and the Afro-Latin Jazz
Orchestra inviting a number of guest artists? How about a vocal showcase with Sofia Rei Koutsovitis,
Venissa Santí, and Magos Herrera? Newport 55 could have easily incorporated interesting Latin Jazz
special events, but somehow they chose to skip this option.
Newport’s grade in this category = 0
———-

A Latin Jazz educational component
Festivals bring many things into the
world, from high quality jazz
programming to a celebratory
atmosphere, but in every act, they need
to remember and inspire their
community. With the increasing age of
the jazz audience, they need to find a
connection between young people and
jazz. The artistic community will
suffer, and the festival organizers will
be looking for new jobs. The answer
can’t lie in the inclusion of pop and
rock acts at jazz festivals, it needs to
happen through education. Corporate
sponsors mean bigger money, some of which can be dedicated to educational outreach. This can mean
lectures, demonstrations, private lessons, or youth ensembles. Cutting one act and dedicating the money to
educational activities might mean a few less tickets sold, but it ensures an audience for future festivals. Its
basic logic that dictates the survival of the festival over the long haul.
Newport 55 skips any type of educational outreach and only focuses upon performances. After years of
existence, the festival organizers should understand the dynamics of the changing audience and reach
http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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towards young people. Unfortunately, they don’t include this in their event, cheating themselves and the
local community. The Newport festival began in 1954 – although it left Rhode Island for 9 years and didn’t
occur in 1970 – still, the festival presented some of the most important figures in jazz for forty years. If
they had included education into their mandate, Rhode Island would have an amazing and advanced jazz
scene. Someone if dropping the ball here and cheating Newport, Rhode Island out of an amazing cultural
connection. Newport 55 looses all their points in this category and shoots themselves in the foot by
avoiding the responsibility of educating their future audience.
Newport’s grade in this category = 0
———Our categories total 100 points, giving us a traditional A-B-C-D-F breakdown. Based on our above tallies,
the Latin Jazz Report Card for Newport 55 looks like this:
10 – Freebie points for holding a jazz festival at all
10 – Freebie points for simply including Latin Jazz in the festival line-up
10 – Flexible points that can be molded to festival special circumstances
7 – Percentage of Latin Jazz artists in the festival line-up
6 – Inclusion of both local and international Latin Jazz artists into the festival line-up
8 – Inclusion of both established and emerging Latin Jazz artists into the festival line-up
7 – Inclusion of a variety of Latin Jazz approaches into the festival line-up
8 – Scheduling of Latin Jazz acts during the festival to ensure maximum visibility
0 – Special event programming for Latin Jazz acts
0 – A Latin Jazz educational component

TOTAL: 66
GRADE: D
———Looking at these details offer some food for thought around Latin Jazz and major festivals. Remember, this
weekend, the jazz world looks at Newport as the festival leader. The artists will receive a barrage of
promotion and thousands of audience members will hear the music presented there. While all that publicity
and exposure occurs, remember Newport’s grade on our Latin Jazz Report Card – the Latin Jazz world is
being sorely underserved at this event.
———-
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Latin Jazz At The San Jose Jazz Festival: The
Festival Within A Festival
Jazz festivals present one of the most
lucrative pools of performing opportunities
for today’s artists, but the representation of
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Latin Jazz at festivals varies widely. Some
festivals feature Latin Jazz extensively,
including a number of local and international
artists in both headliner and support positions.
Other festivals book artists with a safe and
careful approach, sticking to more popularly
accessible musicians, sometimes even
stepping outside the traditional jazz world.
The structure of a festival plays into the inclusion of Latin Jazz; smaller events can only book a few artists,
while large multiple venues festivals hold the potential for more support. Regardless, festival organizers
make definitive decisions when they choose artists for their events, and their choices make clear statements
about their priorities. The lack of support for Latin Jazz at a jazz festival sends a negative message about
the aesthetic, artistic, and cultural priorities of the organizers. Support of Latin Jazz, along with a wide
range of jazz styles, displays a keen awareness of the modern jazz world and a dedication to the festival’s
community. Since festivals constitute a major piece of the performing space for jazz artists, it’s important
to keep an eye on the effects of festivals upon Latin Jazz.
The San Jose Jazz Festival offers some of the most extensive support for the Latin Jazz community found in
festivals today. The three-day festival features nine stages full of constant music, drawing upon a
combination of local and international talent. The festival includes a stage dedicated specifically to Latin
Jazz and another stage reserved only for salsa bands. In addition, the festival regularly includes Latin Jazz
artists upon their main stage and even sneaks Latin artists onto some of the side stages. They prioritize high
quality music, drawing upon the deep roots of Latin Jazz and avoiding cheap imitations. The festival
maintains a low price for admission, allowing an individual access to all nine stages for only $15 per day.
The San Jose Jazz organization reaches out to the community and helps them understand the wealth of Latin
Jazz talent in the Bay Area. They educate young people about the music through a Latin Jazz Youth
Ensemble, making sure the genre reaches the next generation. In every way, the San Jose Jazz Festival
sends a loud message that Latin Jazz is an important piece of the modern jazz world.
In an attempt to get the details behind the San Jose Jazz Festival and their outstanding support of Latin
Jazz, I talked with San Jose Jazz’s Vice-Chairman Of The Board, Arturo Riera. An avid supporter of Latin
Jazz, Riera advocates for the genre, but it’s not a difficult sell. San Jose Jazz provides fantastic support for
Latin Jazz, as shown through their full integration of the style into the festival. Riera stays extensively
involved in the greater Bay Area Latin Jazz community, giving him a keen insight into the overall artistic
scene. In our conversation, Riera discusses the San Jose Jazz Festival, Bay Area Latin Jazz, youth in the
genre, the importance of salsa, and much more. Enjoy!
———Latin Jazz Corner: Maybe you
could tell us a little bit about San
Jose Jazz and your role in the
group.
Arturo Riera: San Jose Jazz is
actually a twenty-year-old
organization. It began as a way
of throwing a jazz concert down
in San Jose. The first festival
was actually put on peoples’
credit cards because they didn’t
know if there would be sponsors
around. Clearly over the last
twenty years it has evolved.
According to the city of San
Jose, it is the only major tourist
event of any value, in terms of
attracting people to San Jose – if
you think about why people
might go there outside of
business, the answer is hard to find. So the festival provides them an opportunity to showcase the city and
the city’s downtown core. The million and a half roughly that we spend at the festival , generates about
eighteen million in taxable income for the city. Also of late, over the last few years, both the San Jose
http://www.chipboaz.com/blog/
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Metro as well as the San Jose Business Journal have polled their users, basically asking them what’s their
perception of the most important event in San Jose – some of the options that they were given were the San
Jose Grand Prix when it was still around – and year after year, ours comes out as the best event. Whether
you’re looking at a business type audience or whether you’re looking at just an entertainment crowd, people
really love it.
So we see it as an opportunity to do a couple of things. One is to showcase the results of all our educational
activities by providing young bands a place to play. Normally the way that you get to jazz is through a
school program – a school jazz band or some kind of competitive band. We hold a San Jose Jazz
Competition for bands in the Bay Area, so that educators get a chance to have their bands plays and also be
rated by adjudicators. As a result, we can also then present a significant number of bands at our youth
stage. So that’s a great way to showcase young talent. Some guys that are hitting the stage right now, like
the Lebouf Brothers or some of the other young folks that are now making it on the scene actually came
through our programs. So we’re very proud of that. The other thing that we do is showcase local artists and
give them a venue that normally you’d have to leave the city or leave the country to get. You know, one of
the things, especially on the Latin Jazz side, that musicians keep telling me is, “Oh my god, this is the best
kept secret in the jazz world.” So whenever we’re able to bring in groups from Europe or New York or
other places, they always are blown away by not only the quality of the venues, in terms of the level of the
stages and the sound and the instruments that we provide, but also that it really takes over downtown in a
way that I like to say makes San Jose a global capital for about 48 hours. You feel like you’re in New York
or Paris, or Rome, because the city comes alive. For example, on Friday, we’re going to have a 48-hour
jam session. We’re also working with downtown clubs to make sure that the club venues are playing jazz
and presenting local music. So besides our nine stages this year, we also have gone deeply into the club
community in San Jose to make sure that all the clubs are activated with jazz type activities. It goes from
our stages to literally invigorating the whole downtown. The hotels and restaurants always tell us the same
thing – “We always know it’s jazz week, because our business goes through the roof.”
The Latin Jazz and Salsa stages not only tend to be the most popular and well attended, but the more space
we give them, the more people show. And so I would argue that the combination of Latin Jazz and Salsa
stages match or beat the main stage crowds that we draw, just in terms of sheers numbers of people.
LJC: You really do have an emphasis upon Latin Jazz and Salsa, something that gets buried in other
festivals. How did that become such a priority for the San Jose Festival?
AR: Well, I’ve been on the board almost six years and I
think it was a priority long before I got there. They always
had a Latin and a Salsa stage, and initially I think that their
self-perception was that they were going to cater to a South
Bay Hispanic crowd. I think it’s evident that Latin Jazz is
part of a fabric of our popular culture – you hear it in
commercials, you hear it all over the place. I think often the
difficulty for a consumer is, “I love that, but where do I learn
more about it? Who’s playing it? Where do I get to know
more?” I sat in last Friday with John Calloway and made that
statement to the crowd and heard, “Yea, that’s right!” and
they were nodding their heads. So they festival allows us to
educate as well as entertain about different flavors of jazz.
Over the last four years, as a board member, and then boardchair, and now board vice-president, I’ll work very hard to
put on the show and get funders and apply my PR and
marketing skills to ensure its success, but the great pro-quo is
that if we are going to present Latin Jazz, it has to be
authentic, it has to be the real deal. It can’t be ear sauce. So
over the past few years, they’ve actually allowed me to book
those stages.
This year we’re trying to incorporate more Brazilian into the mix. The Brazilian community is growing here
in the Bay Area and that allows us to address a different constituency. Between Forrofiando and SambaDa,
we’ve got a little Brazilian for folks. I discovered last year in booking SambaDa, not only did they bring
their own Santa Cruz audience that is passionate about them, but also that stage was really popular while
they were there. People were dancing and singing. I go to a lot of these events, and you start to recognize a
lot of people. But in this case, the Brazilian folks brought their own crowd. For us, it’s all about expanding
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the jazz tent and making sure that all the different colors are explored. This festival really allows us to push
into the fringes of emerging jazz, young jazz, Latin Jazz, salsa, big band, blues, and also on the jazz beyond
stage go a little bit more esoteric. Is it hip-hop? Is it jazz? Is it spoken word? It allows us to explore stuff
and go out to the bleeding edges of the genre.
LJC: The group that you’ve got opening the Latin Jazz stage on Saturday is the San Jose Latin Jazz Youth
Ensemble. I think that its incredible that you’ve got that educational component and you’re passing Latin
Jazz onto another generation. Can you tell me a little bit about that group?
AR: That ensemble was one of my babies. I also founded the Latin Jazz Youth Ensemble of San Francisco
with John Calloway; I helped managed it along with my wife. What makes it Latin Jazz? At the end of the
day it’s really the rhythm section that adds that Latin flavor, so I’ve been feeding instruments. I’ve donated
congas and timbales to La Peña for their Latin Jazz group and I donated instruments to the Mission
Cultural Center and their Latin Jazz group came out of that. At the end of last year’s festival, I donated a
set of congas and timbales to the organization in the hopes that they would launch a Latin Jazz group
similar to the San Francisco group that I founded eight years ago. The nexus of it started with the donation
of Latin Jazz gear, so that the kids had really professional, authentic instruments to play. It was also felt that
because the Latin and salsa stages were so popular and the South Bay was so heavily Hispanic that besides
having a jazz orchestra, if we had a Latin Jazz orchestra, then people would get behind it and the kids
would really get excited about it. And that’s exactly what happened. So this year, it’s really all about
developing that ensemble. Down the road, we’re hoping actually to be invited to a lot of different places,
similar to what Latin Jazz Youth Ensemble of San Francisco does. When we founded the San Francisco
Latin Jazz Youth Ensemble, it was all about passing on the Latin Jazz tradition and creating role models for
other young musicians to see that this style of music was not only playable but possible for anyone with an
interest to play. So in a similar fashion, we’re hoping that this young band will motivate other young
musicians to explore the genre and get to know it better. I always say we’re doing human gardening.
Flowers are people’s talents and abilities and so we’re literally growing that next generation of Bay Area
Latin Jazz artists.
LJC: Filling up a lot of the Latin Jazz stage’s schedule are some of those mainstays of Bay Area Latin Jazz
– John Santos, John Calloway, and Wayne Wallace. What would you say about the Bay Area Latin Jazz
scene?
AR: It’s funny you should ask that. I get to
work with folks from all over the world –
musicians from the East Coast, I work with
Latin Percussion as one of their events
people, I board-chair two organizations, and I
promoted music with Bill Martinez, who
brought about 50 groups from Cuba in Latino
Entertainment Partners – so I come at this
from a lot of different ways. It always strikes
me that whenever I’m speaking to New York
musicians, they always comment, “Oh man,
the Latin Jazz scene in the Bay Area is so
vibrant and so happening.” But selfperception, if you were to ask that of the local
musicians, they would say, “Not so. Not
enough venues, not enough paying gigs, an
economic decline . . .” So, if you really think
about it, where Latin Jazz is being played, its kind of like a checkerboard of places. Some places are more
salsa dance places than anything else. Other places might want to create a miracle by starting a four-week
series and wonder why they don’t have 5,000 people knocking down their door for drinks.
The Bay Area from the sixties didn’t have the kind of Latin culture that New York or Miami had, so our
folks actually left the Bay Area to study with masters in places like Cuba or New York. Or folks like
Armando Peraza arrived here to bring that authenticity to the Bay Area. When John Santos, Calloway, and
those guys were learning to play, there were no DVDs, there was no method book – you either learned from
someone who knew it or you made it up. So I think the difference is that they really form a core of not only
talented musicians, but also talented educators who really built up a next generation of Latin Jazz players.
You know, I think of John Santos in relation to Javier Navarrette, the young conga player on the scene or
drummer David Flores. They’re all grown up now and in their mid-thirties or forties, but I remember when
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they were all teenagers, looking, like fans do, at these great idols. So our opportunity is really just to keep
the music flowing, keep this great American art form alive. I’m always struck by how the audience keeps
aging. How many silver haired people there are bopping their heads. So the challenge for all of us is how
can we not only educate a younger consumer playing this music and appreciating it, but also how can we
create a renaissance of this music in the popular culture. And I think the secret is just ensure that this young
generation knows the idiom and can play it. I think it starts there. You can’t control personal taste, but you
can definitely control a person’s ability to play something.
LJC: On the other side of things, the salsa stage is a testament to how strong the Bay Area is in the world
of Latin dance music. Groups like Karabali, Fito Reinoso, Vission Latina, and more – there’s a happening
salsa scene here in the Bay Area. How would you address that?
AR: Dancing is its own art form. So the ability to combine two art
forms – music and dance – just builds audience. By focusing on just
a stage for dancers, we bring in a group of people that would be just
as happy dancing to a jukebox or a CD. But there’s something very
emotional about dancing to a band. Sometimes you play and the
audience is a bunch of stiffs; other times the audience gives you so
much energy and enthusiasm that the whole evening can take off and
move into outer space. The salsa stage is recognition that both Latin
Jazz and salsa is no longer just a thing for the Latin audience or a
Spanish-speaking world. Living in San Francisco as I do, I can tell
you that they dance salsa in China Town. Filipinos dance salsa.
Germans dance salsa. I just got a CD from an Italian salsa band. So
once again, our concerts allow people to learn and grow about music,
as well as dance, and give them a forum to enjoy live. You know,
the thing about the Western model of culture is often that there’s the
performer and there’s the audience. Rarely is there any interaction or
movement. In the case of Latin culture or salsa dancing, it really is a
contact sport. I think that’s the difference between the Western
model of culture versus ethnic models. In the Western model, you’re
an audience and there’s a performer. In the World model, audience
and performer are one. I grew up dancing starting when I was four or
five as a young kid in Cuba and Puerto Rico, and I was dancing with my grandmother. To be able to share
not only dance, but also similar songs and the vocabulary of this music - it goes back to the turn of the
century. To know that these same songs were popular fifty years ago, forty years ago, thirty years ago, and
they’re still just as vibrant and danceable today is pretty exciting.
LJC: Are there future plans to keep Latin Jazz in the mix for future San Jose Jazz Festivals?
AR: Obviously the economy has impacted the festival. We really should be cutting back; we’re taking a
big organizational risk this year by even putting this on. As we discussed were we to cut, what would we
cut, where would we widdle, salsa and Latin Jazz were never part of the discussion. Obviously, you’re not
going to cut off the most popular ones, and also the ones that we feel are the most sponsorable in terms of
the kind of audience that advertisers are looking for. I was the one that identified that we had the largest
Latin Jazz festival on the West Coast – the festival inside a festival I called it. Speaking for me personally,
I’d like to see us strip it out and maybe make it a Latin Jazz festival in its own right. Maybe have two
separate festivals that are put together by the organization . . . but that’s just me talkin’!
———The festival features a number of fantastic artists from the Bay Area and beyond. Click on the links below
to get information about the artists featured on each stage.
Latin Jazz Stage
Salsa Stage
Main Stage
If you’re anywhere in the Bay Area, make the drive down to the festival either Saturday or Sunday. You’ll
be glad that you did - the San Jose Jazz Festival is one of the country’s major festivals with an aweinspiring amount of great music.
———I’ll be at the festival on Saturday, checking out the Latin Jazz stage and beyond. I’ll be providing a full
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report on LJC next week, but if you’re looking for instant feedback, I’ve got it. I’ll be on Twitter all day,
providing my impressions of the festival on the spot. If you want to check it out, follow me @chipboaz. My
Twitter page is HERE. Hope to see you there!
———-

Check Out These Related Posts:
Supporting A Growing Latin Jazz Scene: The Jazz Institute Of Chicago
Weekly Latin Jazz Video Fix: Chicago Afro-Latin Jazz Ensemble
Setting The Record Straight: George Russell, Cubano Be, Cubano Bop, And The Origin Of Latin Jazz
Is Latin Jazz On Its Deathbed? A Need To Reach The Younger Generation
———Click here to have these posts delivered via email. Or, click here to subscribe to the full text RSS feed and
never miss another post!

Stumble it!
8 Comments

Weekly Latin Jazz Video Fix: Edmar Castaneda
There are many ways for an artist to connect with listeners, but a strong first
impression always leaves an irreplaceable mark upon an audience. A
forgettable performance quickly fades into the background of our minds,
becoming background noise in the club or a webpage that we passed through
quickly. Strangely enough, we often remember those artists when we
encounter them again, sometimes with curiosity, but most often with a
negative response. When we met an artist for the first time and they deliver
an offensive, boring, or simply poor performance, we usually brand the artist
with that reputation, and if we can, we tend to avoid another encounter with
them. Repeated exposure may change our opinions, but most likely a
forgettable or negative experience leaves us disconnected from an artist. An
inspiring performance burns an irremovable image into our heads of the
artist, forever creating a positive association with the artist. We become inspired to buy their albums, visit
their website, watch them on YouTube, and as soon as possible, we take the opportunity to hear the
perform live again. Even if we later disagree with that musician’s artistic choices, that first memory of their
performance always stays with us. For this reason, every performance becomes essentially important for the
Latin Jazz artist - someone is always hearing them for the first time and that first impression always stays
with them.
The first time that I heard harpist Edmar Castaneda, he hit me with an immediate respect and interest,
something that has grown increasingly more intense after years of listening. A friend messaged me with a
link to a video of a new artist that I simply had to hear; he described it as a harpist playing some incredible
jazz. Initially I got visions of classically tinged jazz muzak in my head - not a sound that inspires me to find
new music - so it took me a while to build the initiative and follow the link. When I got around to hearing
my friend’s advice, I jumped to a video of Castaneda performing a solo piece and my whole perspective of
the harp and it artistic possibilities simply exploded in my head. The mere physical act of playing the harp
with such aggression, passion, and conviction captured me at first, but on many repeated listens, it was the
depth of his musicality that hooked me. The ability to blend bass lines, chords, and melodies were
impressive technically, and his handle upon thick jazz chords made the music colorful and interesting.
Castaneda obviously understood Colombian harp technique completely, but he expanded his horizons,
integrating tense trills, percussive sound effects, and extended vamps. His songwriting seamlessly blended
tradition Colombian harp music with jazz improvisation and additional Latin influence. It all seemed so
coherent and fluid as well; Castaneda found the connections between each style and connected them
respectfully. I quickly searched the internet for more video and all the information that I could find about
this amazing young artist that opened my eyes to new possibilities.
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Castaneda recently inspired me again with his latest release Entre Cuerdas, a fantastic mixture of
Colombian music, jazz, and more. His technical and musical skills are in top form throughout the CD,
marking a serious artistic advancement since my first encounter with his music. The recording captures
each detail of this growth, from the acoustic beauty of his instrument to his brash percussive attacks - put
on headphones, close your eyes, and you can picture Castaneda’s harp in the room with you. There are
elements of piano stylings and at other times a bit of a guitaristic approach, but Castaneda never strays too
far from his personal voice as an instrumentalist. With the help of drummer Dave Silliman and trombonist
Marshall Gilkes, Castaneda creates huge waves of sound that break all pre-conceived notions of style and
performance practice. Silliman attacks the music with a wide variety of rhythmic styles from across Central
and South America as well as the Caribbean and an interactive spontaneity that keeps the music firmly
rooted in jazz. Gilkes handles the trombone with an unbelievable control, playing unison harp lines with
Castanada and improvising with a smart mix of taste and fire. Castaneda provides the bulk of the material,
with eight deep compositions, drawing upon his vast influences, and one beautiful piece from Gilkes.
Castaneda invites several guests into the musical mixture, including guitarist John Scofield, vocalist Andrea
Tierra, percussionist Samuel Torres, and two outstanding contributions from vibraphonist Joe Locke. Each
piece of Entre Cuerdas resonates with thought, commitment, passion, and insight, which, in the end, give
us an outstanding recording.
I’ll be doing a full review of Entre Cuerdas here at LJC - this one is just too good to miss - but for now,
check out a couple of videos and hear Castaneda for yourself. The first video features Castaneda, Silliman,
and Gilkes performing “Cuarto De Colores” at The Jazz Standard in New York and the second film
introduces you to the new album. If this is your first time to hear Castaneda, hold onto your hats, you’ve
got an addictive treat ahead of you. If you’ve heard Castaneda before, sit back and get ready for the fun
musical journey that you’ve come to enjoy. Either way, make sure that you watch these videos, there’s
some incredible music in them. Enjoy!
———-

Edmar Castanedas Trio Performing “Cuarto De Colores” At Jazz Standard

Edmar Castanedas On Entre Cuerdas
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———Castaneda’s Entre Cuerdas is available now, don’t miss this one! If you want a little bit more of Castaneda,
take a minute to check out his previous release:

Cuarto De Colores
———Do you have a video to contribute to satisfy our weekly Latin Jazz video fix? If so, send it in - it’s time to
feed our addiction. I’m looking for live performances, from any context. I’ll most likely be posting one
video per week, but if you’ve got another idea, let’s talk. So come on Latin Jazz videographers, musicians,
and fans - let’s share some of our memorable videos! Get my contact info HERE
———-

Check Out These Related Posts:
Weekly Latin Jazz Video
Weekly Latin Jazz Video
Latin Tinge
Weekly Latin Jazz Video
Weekly Latin Jazz Video

Fix: Tutuma Social Club
Fix: The Making Of Off & On, The Music Of Moacir Santos, Mark Levine & The
Fix: Chicago Afro-Latin Jazz Ensemble
Fix: Sofia Rei Koutsovitis & Avantrio

———Click here to have these posts delivered via email. Or, click here to subscribe to the full text RSS feed and
never miss another post!

Stumble it!
0 Comments

Latin Jazz This Week
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Latin Jazz This Week will bring you a weekly look into news from the Latin Jazz world. You’ll find new
releases, recommended performances, web finds, and more. You can check out some current sounds in the
Listening Center tab at the top of the page. Performance dates will be kept in the Live Latin Jazz tab at the
top of the page.

NEWS
I wanted to remind everyone that our current spotlight artist, pianist Samuel Quinto, has put two FREE
MP3s in the LJC Listening Center. In these economically trying times when finances can be tight, it’s
always nice to try before you buy. Quinto is giving you that opportunity here to check out his music risk
free. It’s great stuff, really worth checking out; so head over the LJC Listening Center now and download
“Quinto’s Rhumba” and “Salsa’ N Jazz” from Quinto - you’ll be glad that you did!
This past week’s LJC article Setting The Record Straight: George Russell, Cubano Be, Cubano Bop, And
The Origin Of Latin Jazz took a look back at the important jazz composer’s life while clarifying his
contributions to Latin Jazz. Patrick Jarenwattananon from NPR’s A Blog Supreme shares the 1947
recording of “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop” with his boss as part of his regular Listening Party For Two series.
It results in a funny exchange that you’ve got to read, check it out HERE.
I’ve been inspired recently by the release of harpist Edmar Castaneda’s newest album Entre Cuerdas , an
amazing mixture of jazz, Colombian music, and virtuoso harp performance. This is a tradition that I haven’t
given much attention in the past, so I was please to see an article on the hard and marimba in Central and
South America at Chris Rich’s Brilliant Corners Boston Jazz Blog. It’s a great place to start for a deeper
leap into this music. Check it out HERE.
Latin Jazz vocalist Venissa Santí has experienced a surge in popularity over the past year; well deserved
too, her album Bienvenida is an outstanding piece of work. This Week, Santí will join radio disc jockey
Awilda Rivera on her show Latin Jazz Cruise at 88.3 WBGO. On Tuesday August 4 at 9:00 p.m., Rivera
and Santí will talk about her career, Bienvenida and more, as well as a little listening I’m sure. LJC readers
out of transmitting range can stream the show live by going HERE.
Many people don’t realize that the Jewish community had a massive impact upon the Latin music scene for
years, and actually still does. In the 1960s a variety of Fania artists recognized this fact with a recording of
traditional Jewish songs arranged as Latin Jazz pieces. The recording, Mazel Tov Mis Amigos included some
of the era’s best artists from Ray Barretto to Charlie Palmieri. The CD is being re-released and a group of
modern musicians will recreate the album in a one-time performance on August 23 at Lincoln Center Plaza.
Some of the musicians involved include Arturo O’Farrill, Larry Harlow, and the Fort Apache Band. If
you’re in the New York area, it should be a must-see concert. Get the details HERE.

HOT RECENTLY AT LJC
Weekly Latin Jazz Video Fix: Tutuma Social Club
Focusing The Spotlight: More About Samuel Quinto & Free MP3 Downloads
Setting The Record Straight: George Russell, Cubano Be, Cubano Bop, And The Origin Of Latin Jazz
Album Of The Week: From Yucatan To Rio, Gabriel Espinosa
Latin Jazz Photo Album: Greg Diamond
More Thoughts About JazzTimes And Latin Jazz Coverage From Bobby Sanabria
———-

AVAILABLE NOW
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Edmar Castaneda: Entre Cuerdas
———-

LIVE LATIN JAZZ
If you’re in EUROPE this week . . .
OMAR SOSA
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09
WHERE: La Petite Pierre
Strasbourg, France
TIME: 9:00 p.m.
TICKETS: 14.75 euros - 18.75 euros
SAMUEL QUINTO
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09 - Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: B-Flat Jazz Club
Rua Garcia Arosa 4450
Matosinhos, Portugal
TIME: 10:30 p.m.

If you’re on the EAST COAST this week . . .
ALFREDO RODRIGUEZ
Newport Jazz Festival
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Waterside Stage
Fort Adams State Park
Harrison Avenue
Newport, RI
TIME: 1:40 p.m.
TICKETS: $15 - $100
ARTURO O’FARRILL
Solo Piano
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: Puppet’s Jazz Bar
481 5th Avenue Park Slope
Brooklyn, NY
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $10
Quintet
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09 - Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Smoke
2751 Broadway
New York, NY
TIME: 8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m. & 11:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $30
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Birdland
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315 W. 44th Street
Manhattan, NY
TIME: 9:00 p.m. & 11:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $30
BRONX HORNS
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: Julia De Burgos Latino Cultural Center
1680 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY
TIME: 8:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $10
CHEMBO CORNIEL
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
WHERE: Nuyorican Poet’s Cafe
236 East 3rd Street
New York, NY
TIME: 9:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $10
CHRIS WASHBURNE & S.Y.O.T.O.S.
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Smoke
2751 Broadway
New York, NY
TIME: 8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m. & 11:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $20 minimum
CLAUDIA ALZAMORA
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09 & Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Tutuma Social Club
164 East 56th Street
New York, NY
TIME: Thursday - 8:00 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.;Sunday 7:00 p.m.
TICKETS: NO COVER
ENCLAVE
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
WHERE: The Beehive
541 Tremont St
Boston, MA
TIME: 9:30 p.m.
TICKETS: NO COVER
FB LATIN JAZZ JAM SESSION
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
WHERE: Fonda Boricua
169 East 106th Street
New York, NY
TIME: 9:00 p.m.
TICKETS: NO COVER
GABRIEL ESPINOSA
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: Iridium
1650 Broadway
New York, NY
TIME: 8:30 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $25
GREG DIAMOND
WHEN: Tuesday 8/4/09 - Wednesday 8/5/09
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WHERE: Tutuma Social Club
164 East 56th Street
New York, NY
TIME: 8:00 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.
TICKETS: NO COVER
HECTOR DEL CUERTO
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: Friend’s Field
149 Girdle Ridge Road
Katonah, NY
TIME: 5:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $20 per car
IBRAHIM GONZALEZ LATIN JAZZ QUINTET
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Queen’s Public Library
89-11 Merrick Boulevard
Jamaica, NY
TIME: 3:30 p.m.
TICKETS: FREE
LATIN JAZZ ALL-STARS
featuring Brian Lynch, Little Johnny Rivero, Willie Martinez, Hans Glawisching, Peter Brainin, & John Di
Martino
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09 - Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Creole Restaurant
2167 Third Avenue
New York, NY
TIME: 8:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
LUIS BONILLA
WHEN: Monday 8/3/09
WHERE: Bushnell Park
1 Jewell Street
Hartford, CT
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
TICKETS: FREE
MICHEL CAMILO
Newport Jazz Festival
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Fort Stage
Fort Adams State Park
Harrison Avenue
Newport, RI
TIME: 1:15 p.m.
TICKETS: $15 - $100
PABLO ZIEGLER
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09
WHERE: Belleayre Music Festival
Belleayre Mountain
Highmount NY 12441
TIME: 8:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $25
PEDRO MARTINEZ PROJECT
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: Central Park SummerStage
Rumsey Playfield, Central Park
New York, NY
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TIME: 7:00 p.m.
TICKETS: FREE
RODRIGUEZ BROTHERS
Newport Jazz Festival
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Waterside Stage
Fort Adams State Park
Harrison Avenue
Newport, RI
TIME: 12:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $15 - $100
SUSAN PEREIRA & SABOR BRASIL
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: The Plaza at 101 Park Avenue
101 Park Avenue
New York NY
TIME: 12:30 p.m.
TICKETS: FREE
SOUNDS OF BRAZIL
with Leny Andrade, Paquito D’Rivera, Hendrick Muerkens, and Romero Lubambo
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: Lincoln Harbor Park
Harbour Boulevard
Weehawken, NJ
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
TICKETS: FREE
VENISSA SANTÍ
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09
WHERE: Chris’ Jazz Cafe
1421 Sansom Street
Philadelphia PA
TIME: 8:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Camaradas El Barrio
2241 1st Ave
New York, NY
TIME: 10:00 p.m.

If you’re in the MID-EAST this week . . .
CRAIG RUSSO LATIN JAZZ PROJECT
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
WHERE: CEFCU Center Stage @ The Landing
200 NE Water Street
Peoria, IL
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
TICKETS: FREE
LOS GATOS
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
WHERE: The Firefly Club
637 S. Main
Ann Arbor, MI
TIME: 8:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $8
TUMBAO BRAVO
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09 - Saturday 8/8/09
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WHERE: Great Lakes Folk Festival
Michigan State University
East Lansing , MI
TIME: Friday - 7:20 p.m. on M.A.C. stage & 9:35 p.m. on Dance Stage; Saturday - 12:15 p.m. on Valley
Court Stage
TICKETS: FREE
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Sangria - Royal Oak
401 S. Lafayette
Royal Oak, MI
TIME: 9:00 p.m.

If you’re on the WEST COAST this week . . .
ANNA ESTRADA
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
WHERE: La Provence
1001 Guerrero St.
San Francisco, CA
TIME: 6:30 p.m.
BAY AREA LATIN JAZZ ALL-STARS
San Jose Jazz Festival
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Latin Jazz Stage
Post Street at Market Street
San Jose, CA
TIME: 6:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
BOBBY MATOS
WHEN: Monday 8/3/09
WHERE: Hal’s Bar & Grille
1329 Abbot Kinney Boulevard
Venice, CA
TIME: 9:00 p.m.
TICKETS: NO COVER
COTO PINCHEIRA
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09
WHERE: Cigar Bar
850 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA
TIME: 9:00 p.m.
ESTRADA BROTHERS
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09
WHERE: Heritage Square
715 South A Street
Oxnard, CA
TIME: 6:00 p.m.
TICKETS: Lawn seating - FREE; General Admission - $5; Tables - $40 - $60
FRANCISCO AGUABELLA
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Steamer’s Cafe
138 W. Commonwealth
Fullerton, CA
TIME: 8:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $8
GRUPO FALSO BAIANO
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
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WHERE: Caffe Divino
37 Caledonia Street
Saulsalito, CA
TIME: 6:00 p.m.
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09
WHERE: La Peña Cultural Center
3105 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, CA
TIME: 8:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $12 in advance; $14 at door
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Ashkenaz
1317 San Pablo Avenue
Berkeley, CA
TIME: 9:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $10 in advance; $13 at door
JAZZ ON THE LATIN SIDE ALL-STARS
WHEN: Thursday 8/6/09
WHERE: John Anson Ford Theatre
2580 Cahuenga Blvd. East
Hollywood, CA
TIME: 6:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $40 - $55
JOHN CALLOWAY
San Jose Jazz Festival
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Latin Jazz Stage
Post Street at Market Street
San Jose, CA
TIME: 2:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
JOHN SANTOS SEXTET
San Jose Jazz Festival
WHEN: Sunday 8/9/09
WHERE: Latin Jazz Stage
Post Street at Market Street
San Jose, CA
TIME: 2:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
KAT PARRA
WHEN: Wednesday 8/5/09
WHERE: Addison Penzak Jewish Community Center
14855 Oka Rd
Los Gatos, CA
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
TICKETS: FREE
LEE WATERMAN AND JAZZ CALIENTE
San Jose Jazz Festival
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Latin Jazz Stage
Post Street at Market Street
San Jose, CA
TIME: 4:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
NAGUAL
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WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Shady Lady
1409 R St
Sacramento, CA
TIME: 9:30 p.m.
PETE ESCOVEDO
San Jose Jazz Festival
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Main Stage - Plaza de Cesar Chavez Park
Market Street
San Jose, CA
TIME: 4:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
PONCHO SANCHEZ
WHEN: Tuesday 8/4/09
WHERE: Hollywood Park Casino 2nd Floor Roundtable Room
3883 W. Century Boulevard
Inglewood, CA
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $10
RAMON BANDA
WHEN: Friday 8/7/09
WHERE: Festival of the Arts
6131 Telegraph Road
Commerce, CA
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Stakes Supper Club
650 Laguna Canyon Road
Laguna Beach, CA
TIME: 6:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $7
SAN JOSE JAZZ YOUTH ENSEMBLE
San Jose Jazz Festival
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Latin Jazz Stage
Post Street at Market Street
San Jose, CA
TIME: 12:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
WAYNE WALLACE
San Jose Jazz Festival
WHEN: Saturday 8/8/09
WHERE: Latin Jazz Stage
Post Street at Market Street
San Jose, CA
TIME: 4:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $15
———Click here to have these posts delivered via email. Or, click here to subscribe to the full text RSS feed and
never miss another post!
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More Thoughts About JazzTimes And Latin Jazz
Coverage From Bobby Sanabria
The recent LJC post An Open Letter To JazzTimes Regarding
Latin Jazz inspired a wealth of response from Latin Jazz
artists and fans alike. Numerous members of the Latin Jazz
community have felt the same way about the lack of Latin
Jazz coverage for a long time. In many cases, their rankled
feelings about magazine’s aversion to Latin Jazz led them to
disregard it and question its relevance. In an interesting
addition, many LJC readers felt that this issue wasn’t simply
isolated to JazzTimes - they also saw the same problems in
Downbeat and Jazziz. It seems that many people think the
traditional media overlooks Latin Jazz, turning their attention
towards safer artists with wider appeal. This sentiment ran
throughout a number of comments and e-mails that I received; yet many people didn’t consider this a
problem. With the rise of jazz websites, blogs, and online artist websites, countless people are finding the
jazz information and recommendations that they need on the internet. For a good number of people, the
print media ran its course a while ago, and they don’t have a problem replacing it with other sources. Most
of all, readers felt pride advocating for Latin Jazz in this context, which, in every regard, was a very
inspiring outcome. Overall, the feedback and exchange with readers has been a great result of this post and
it’s been an incredible learning experience for me.
I sent out a message to the Latin Jazz Yahoo e-group about my post on JazzTimes, and I received quite an
avid response from Latin Jazz musicians that harbor many of the same feelings that I expressed in the letter.
Many musicians agreed that JazzTimes largely ignores Latin Jazz and focus their major publicity around a
small circle of musicians. I received a thought provoking response from drummer, bandleader, and educator
Bobby Sanabria, who went into details about the issues and shared his personal experience around the
major topics. With Sanabria’s permission, I’ve included his response into today’s post - I generally don’t
like to copy and paste from other sources, but he states the facts so intelligently and articulately, I knew
that LJC readers would find it interesting. This was posted as a piece of an overall thread, so it stands as
part of a greater conversation. You’ll be able to follow it smoothly, but you should be aware that the
italicized text quotes from other group members. Sanabria’s comments really take the discussion to another
level, so check it out!
For more thoughts like this, LJC readers really should check out the Yahoo Latin Jazz e-group; it’s
amazing resource that connects with some of the major figures in the field. Sign up HERE and then jump
into the conversation - I’m sure that you’ll find it interesting. For now, here’s Sanabria’s thoughts on
JazzTimes, Latin Jazz Coverage, and more:
———Chip’s letter is awesome in that it’s well thought out and focuses on key issues with hard facts. I must also
say that the fact that it is written from a person who is not Hispanic gives it added emphasis because we
need advocates from outside of our cultural community to champion the cause of the music, just as Dizzy
did in the 40’s when out of all the major innovators in be-bop he was the sole advocate championing the
cause for this style.
I totally agree with you. I have been saying this since the 1980’s.
You are not alone. I’ve been saying it since the 70’s when I was a student at the Berklee College of Music
as has John Santos and many other voices from the musical community.
The mainstream jazz world and media are not paying attention to the fact that the category “Latin Jazz” is
more inclusive (than Afro-Cuban and Brazilian). They have not for example, looked into artists
experimenting with combinations of traditional South American music.
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They have been, but in very minimal terms. In fact their coverage of
artists from the Brazilian side of things has been historically more
emphasized due to the fact that artists who made a major impact in the
jazz world like Airto Moreira and Milton Nascimento were embraced
by the mainstream jazz community in the 70’s fusion era. Just look at
the back issues of Downbeat and JazzTimes to find proof.
I just did an interview with Aaron Cohen at Downbeat in regards to
the upcoming Latin Music U.S.A. documentary and we spoke about
these issues. Downbeat, going back to the early days of the magazine
(now celebrating its 75th anniversary) would sporadically write about
Latin oriented music, e.g. Cugat, Puente, Machito, etc. But I say
again, sporadically, in fact, minimally. It wasn’t until the review by, I
believe, Larry Blumenthal in Downbeat of Grupo Folklorico y
Experimantal’s first recording, that a full review of a Latin oriented
disc appear in the magazine. That was way back in the late 1970’s.
The magazine is aware of that and according to editor in chief Jason
Koranzky, who just left the magazine to pursue a law career, and Aaron who is head of the education
department, the magazine will be featuring more emphasis on Latino oriented jazz and related topics in the
future because as they say, “It’s about time”.
I am sorry to say that both musicians and listeners (aficionados) have not helped with this.
I strongly disagree. John and myself have been advocating for the cause for years by directly addressing the
issue when asked about it or bringing it up ourselves to the powers that be and in our educational
presentations. There have been many letters to this effect to both JazzTimes and Downbeat from fans
regarding this issue as well. I know of a member of this forum who personally has written to these
magazines. In particular, regarding the fact that in last year’s top 100 CD’s of 2008, absolutely no Latin
jazz discs appeared in the listing.
Musicians because in interviews they do not have the “guts” to affirm that what they do is “Latin Jazz” for
fear that they will be saddled into the narrow-traditional understanding of the term.
If you’re talking about mainstream jazz musicians dabbling, YES. But it has more to do with their LACK
OF acknowledgement of the Latin influence that jazz has always had since its birth. Ignorance and elitism
are the main culprits here, which I’m sad to say also leads to musical racism. We are invisible to the
mainstream in jazz in much the same way Latinos are invisible to mainstream America–most topics (in
society and in jazz) are only discussed in terms of Black and White, without the added nuances of Latinos
and others.
I’ve also read numerous interviews in Downbeat and Jazz Times with well known musicians who never
mention the fact they paid their dues in the orchestras of Machito, Puente and Tito Rodriguez, or other
Latin oriented groups. If they do, they trivialize the time they spent there referring to these bands as just
“playing Latin gigs” that helped them “pay the rent,” not acknowledging that besides helping them to pay
the rent they were gaining valuable knowledge, experience, and the privilege to pay with these great artists.
There is also a younger generation of mainstream non-Latino musicians who incorporate devices directly
and indirectly in their own music that were students of mine at both the New School and Manhattan School
of Music that during interviews never address this element in their own recordings–and many of them are
gaining renown. Do they ever talk in their interviews about how important this element is to their own
compositions or playing?
As far as the younger generation of Latinos who play jazz? I would have to agree with you. They seem, in
their bravura to be accepted as legitimate jazz musicians, to want to deny that they are of the musical
heritage that represents their cultural roots and has been a legitimate part of jazz since its birth. I can only
attribute this to ignorance coupled with elitism. Does a young Latino who is a jazz pianist know who
Peruchin, Lili Martinez, Charlie Palmieri, or Sonny Bravo is? Do they know stylistically what the inherent
characteristic of these players are and their contributions to the continuum? Let’s be honest, absolutely not.
They actually look down at playing a salsa gig as something beneath them.
But they ARE fervently studying Art Tatum,
Bud Powell, and Herbie Hancock, can play
you excerpts of their solos, as well as show
you transcriptions they’ve either done
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themselves or are studying. Are they studying
Eddie Palmieri’s solo on Azucar Pa’ Ti? I can
only think of two persons, Yeissonn Villamar,
who was former student of Sonny Bravo’s at
the Boy’s & Girl’s Harbor while in high
school before he became a student of mine at
the New School. Yeissonn, along with
Christian Sylvester Sands, who is currently a
piano student at the Manhattan School of
Music, are the rare exceptions who have
devoted equal time to REALLY learning both
traditions and knowing the history, players, and tradition.
The standard operative is that many of these young players can play tunes like Countdown, Giant Steps, etc.
in all the keys, but ask them to play for you Bilongo, Son De la Loma, Mas Que Nada, etc. Let’s just say,
it’s of no interest to them. Unless that is, they want to do a gig with one of my groups. Then all of a sudden
they want to learn those tunes quickly.
There is also a very interesting thing happening right now in jazz. The younger players of today are
technically brilliant, but they are not performing alongside older players in order to be mentored, gain
experience, and learn. The best groups have always a combination of youth and experience. That’s not
happening now. You can only go so far in the classroom and I can only hire so many players in my own
big band that don’t have but need the experience. They in a sense are in a vacuous state of playing with
players of their own generation who have no experience other than the college level training they have.
As far as the older generation of players? I would totally disagree with you. Their voices were never heard.
Did Downbeat or Jazz Times ever do an interview with say a person like Mario Rivera who had a
fascinating background? I myself got interviewed in Downbeat last year on serendipity. Jason Koransky
was attending the NAMM show and he saw me at the Vic Firth booth signing autographs and struck up a
conversation with me. He asked me, “When was the last time the magazine did a story on you? Never”,
was my reply. Jason was clearly embarrassed and said, “Well, we have to rectify the situation”. The very
topic at hand was what we discussed and he promised me that the magazine was indeed behind the times in
its coverage of Latin oriented jazz. But the best scenario would be that the Latin side of jazz would just be
completely mainstreamed into being an integral part of all jazz publications and not be ghetto-sized into a
separate section. We’re a long, long way off from that happening. As someone from ‘Nawlin’s asked me
while I was just recently there, “Hey Bobby, when is it just ever going to be just all jazz and not these
separate categories”? “It’s gonna’ take some time. Mainstream America has to first acknowledge that we
even exist”, was my reply.
Listeners (aficionados) continue to be very conservative in their interest and taste for Latin jazz. How many
even in this eGroup give a “s..t” about what is not in clave? How many post are there about experiments
with “Latin” rhythms beyond the usual ones?????
It’s all due to the exposure or lack there of to the said styles. I just returned from ‘Nawlin’s and the jazz
radio there was stylistically extremely varied. It represents the Crescent City’s ethos. It’s a direct reflection
of the city’s multi-cultural history. But the rest of America is not like New Orleans. Jazz radio has only
begun to open itself up to Latin oriented jazz. And that’s because jazz radio ALWAYS was conservative.
Heightened even more so in direct reflection of the 8 years we just had of conservatism in this country. But
how ironic! Now that Latin oriented jazz is finally becoming part of mainstream jazz radio, we’re at a point
in time where there is hardly any jazz radio to begin with!
NYC, where Afro-Cuban/Latin jazz and be-bop was born, does not even have a have a 24 hour jazz
station. We listen to WBGO which broadcasts from Newark, N.J. To its credit the station has integrated
Latin jazz into its regular programming. But that was after a long fought public battle that started after the
station canceled its Latin jazz specialty show. Because of the public outcry, that show was re-instated and
Latin jazz is now also a part of every DJ’s hourly play list.
Just to show you the absurdity of the world we live in, particularly the jazz world, the NEA was
commissioned to do a study on the state of the jazz audience today. They spent how many thousands of
dollars on this study? What did it conclude? That the jazz audience is dying or practically dead in younger
people and that those who are fans are adults who eventually will die off. If nothing is done, in about 10
years there will be no jazz audience left.
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What a supreme waste of money to confirm something that is so freakin’ obvious. The NEA didn’t need to
waste money on commissioning a study to do this. All they had to do was talk to the program directors and
musicians to learn the same thing. All they had to do was go to a jazz club or festival in the U.S. All they
had to do was stand in front of the NEA offices and ask every kid that walked by if they knew what jazz
was. I told the powers that be at the last IAJE convention that they needed to start to develop a new
audience of jazz fans or eventually there would not be an audience for the genre. I haven’t been alone in
this. Dr. Billy Taylor has been screaming about it for years. Now we don’t even have an IAJE to complain
to.
———Sanabria always has something meaningful to say, in words and music. You read his words above, make
sure that you check out some of his music too. You’ll be glad that you did:

Kenya Revisited, Live!!!

Big Band Urban Folktales
———-

Check Out These Related Posts:
An Open Letter To JazzTimes Regarding Latin Jazz
Latin Jazz Photo Album: Chembo Corniel & Grupo Chaworo, Part 1
Latin Jazz Photo Album: Bobby Sanabria & The Manhattan School Of Music Afro-Cuban Jazz Orchestra
Setting The Record Straight: George Russell, Cubano Be, Cubano Bop, and the Origin of Latin Jazz
———Click here to have these posts delivered via email. Or, click here to subscribe to the full text RSS feed and
never miss another post!
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Latin Jazz Photo Album: Greg Diamond
The guitar stands as a major symbol of music in the United States,
representing the artistic voice of a nation; yet guitarists rarely appear at the
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forefront of the Latin Jazz world. American culture built its connection to
the guitar through a love for rock and pop, but while Latin Jazz also evolved
in the United States, the guitar slipped out of the genre. Jazz embraced the
guitar on several fronts, holding a respectful reverence for traditional players
such as Wes Montgomery and Charlie Christian, and continuing to follow
modern musicians such as John Scofield and Pat Metheny. For the most part,
Afro-Cuban jazz musicians abandoned the guitar, leaving the son rich
tradition of acoustic guitars and the tres in the past. Instead, a frontline of
wind players, piano, bass, and percussion dominate the style. The lack of
guitarist role models in the Latin Jazz world makes a transition into the style
difficult for many young guitar players. Guitarists building their skills in the United States most likely live
with a steady diet of rock and pop, and they probably find a step into Latin rhythms a world away. They
associate the guitar with rock’s inherent energy and rebellion, while percussionists capture that role in Latin
music. It’s a strange juxtaposition between musical cultures that exist concurrently, one that creates
confusing messages and places roadblocks in front of potential Latin Jazz guitarists.
Guitarist Greg Diamond sees the realities of those social limits, but fortunately he looks past them and
makes his own artistic path. Diamond’s album Dançando Com Ale finds his guitar fitting into a variety of
Caribbean and South American styles with the greatest of ease. He draws upon challenging repertoire from
some of the masters of Latin Jazz, performing music from Brazilian artist Hermeto Pascoal, Argentinean
composer Astor Piazzolla, and Cuban percussionist Mongo Santamaria. In addition, Diamond displays a
complete assimilation of these musical worlds with a number of outstanding compositions that walk the line
between respectful adherence to tradition and a modern sensibility. As a player, Diamond brings a
respectable jazz guitar presence into the mix that blends a healthy dose of traditional bebop guitar and
contemporary melodic language. He utilizes a variety of tones, includes rich guitar voicings, and
improvisations with a refined language that sits between Shorter and Scofield. Diamond doesn’t simply
place his guitar over the rhythm section though; he demonstrates a dedicated study of each Latin genre. His
comping fits firmly into each rhythmic structure with an interlocking strength while his improvisations
benefit from smart phrasing fully integrated into the genre. In Diamond’s musical world, the guitar finds a
natural spot in the front of the Latin Jazz spotlight, playing with a large dose of authenticity and fire.
Today’s Latin Jazz Photo Album features Diamond in action, performing with his group in a variety of
contexts. While his face may not be familiar at this point, take a good look; his refined skills open the
possibility of a serious guitar presence in the Latin Jazz world. We’ll be doing a full review of Dançando
Com Ale in the near future, but for now, check out these pictures of Diamond performing live, putting the
guitar in the front of the Latin Jazz world. Enjoy!

Greg Diamond Performing Live
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———Looking for more from Greg Diamond? You’ve got to check out his album:

Dançando Com Ale
———Do you have pictures to contribute to the Latin Jazz photo album? I’d love to have everyone in the Latin
Jazz community contribute! I’ll be posting five to ten pictures a week - I’m looking for live performance
shots, not promo pics. I’d like to keep them centered around one artist per week, but if you’ve got another
idea, let’s talk. So come on Latin Jazz photographers, musicians, and fans - let’s put some more memorable
pictures in the Latin Jazz Photo Album! Get my contact info HERE
———-

Check Out These Related Posts:
Latin Jazz Photo Album: Charlie Sepulveda
Latin Jazz Photo Album: Chembo Corniel & Grupo Chaworo, Part 1
Latin Jazz Photo Album: Chembo Corniel & Grupo Chaworo, Part 2
Latin Jazz Photo Album: Corina Bartra & Her Azu Project
———Click here to have these posts delivered via email. Or, click here to subscribe to the full text RSS feed and
never miss another post!
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Album of the Week: From Yucatan To Rio,
Gabriel Espinosa
From Yucatan to Rio
Gabriel Espinosa
Zoho Music
Brazilian music in the United States holds a history ripe with artistic
compromises, and as a result, Brazilian Jazz has long struggled with the
balance between commercialism and artistry. The mass popularity of
Getz/Gilberto propelled Antonio Carlos Jobim’s music into the American
spotlight, sticking the combination of rich harmonies and lyrical melodies in
our consciousness. The public’s desire to hear these songs and similar bossa
nova compositions drove marketers to saturate our musical landscape with
them. Elevators rang with the sound of bossa nova muzak and phone lines
chimed with choruses of strings piping bossa nova over a hold signal. Numerous jazz vocalists
whitewashed the music with jazz interpretations of bossa nova that distinctly ignored the cultural elements
of Brazil. While these public uses of Brazilin music moved the genre into the world, it also created a
commercial association that pigeon holed the music as light and fluffy. Musical accessibility certainly
helped Brazilian Jazz flourish and survive, but the public misconception of the style’s roots creates
unnecessary pressures for an artist. In order to appeal to a wide audience, Brazilian Jazz needs to hold some
of those commercial pieces, but an honest production of a musician’s artistic vision can’t be a slave to
those expectations. Bassist Gabriel Espinosa walks the line between commercialism and artistry on From
Yucatan to Rio , presenting a set of artistically composed and arranged Brazilian Jazz that shimmers with
pop tinges.

Showcasing Espinosa’s Instrumental Compositions
Several tracks focus upon instrumental pieces that showcase Espinosa’s lushly arranged compositions.
Pianist Helio Alves provides a richly understated introduction on “Nuevos Horizontes,” before clarinetist
Anat Cohen enters with an expressive melodic reading. The main theme moves through the ensemble until
Cohen delivers an intelligently constructed statement that benefits from her personal sense of tone and
embellishment. Alves transitions into his improvisation by continuing one of Cohen’s phrases and then
leaps into a rapid-fire succession of clever melodic developments. Alves establishes a funky swaggering
samba groove that eases into a calm support as the full rhythm section enters behind the melody on “Azul
Y Negro.” Saxophonist George Robert and trumpet player Claudio Roditi share melodic duties here,
infusing the long melody with a sense of dynamics and shape through strong performances. Alves takes a
simple spacious theme and builds it into an engaging succession of quick passages and rhythmic
syncopations that all meld into a distinctly coherent theme. The rhythm section energetically supports Alves
in an enthusiastic introduction to “Huracan” that powers forward directly into a catchy melody. The wind
duo presents a sharp and precise articulation throughout the melody, adding to the song’s addictive
rhythmic drive. Alves displays a keen ability to phrase with the virtuosic range of a bebop pianist while
integrating a defined percussive nature that distinguishes his approach. Alves trickles through falling
phrases over an airy background on “LP 07” before the rhythm section settles into a relaxed bossa nova feel
behind the breezy melody. Roditi cuts through the song’s calm feel with a short statement that uses a bit of
hard bop fire to push the rhythm section into a higher dynamic. Robert contrasts Roditi’s edge with long
tones, a thick vibrato, and basic embellishments upon the original theme. Espinosa displays a thoughtful,
detailed, and controlled compositional approach here, playing upon texture and tone to build showcases for
his musicians.

An Accessible Sound That Features Vocalists
Espinosa features vocalists on several pieces, creating an accessible sound that bridges ideas of jazz and
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popular music. Solo piano chords lead into a swaying bossa nova groove anchored by guitarist Romero
Lubambo’s rhythmic comping on vocalist Allison Wedding’s “We’ve Come Undone.” Wedding slides
through the English lyric with a strong grace, playing upon the melody with her gorgeous tone and
attractive phrasing. Alves follows Wedding’s lead with a restrained improvisation that weaves lyrical lines
through the colorful chord changes. A thick chorus of voices creates a strong forward motion with a
rhythmic scat on Antonio Carlos Jobim’s classic “Agua De Beber” before the group jumps into a cleverly
harmonized version of the melody. Roditi exposes an intimate familiarity with the tune, winding bluesy
lines over a rich sea of voices with a dynamic confidence. An interesting interlude once more wraps around
the vocalists leading back to the melody in an album highlight arrangement that draws upon influences from
Manhattan Transfer and Take Six. The rhythm section provides an upbeat samba foundation behind
Wedding’s driving melody on “Remain” that provides an usual contrast to the lyrics’ somewhat sentimental
mood. Roditi finds a balance between the melodic content and the song’s inherent propulsion with a strong
improvisation that builds into an exciting climax. Lubambo captures Roditi’s energy with a brief but potent
solo that develops an interesting and attention grabbing melody. Espinosa brings together artistic and
commercial elements on these tracks, connecting improvisation, English lyrics, and accessible harmonies
into a delicate tapestry.

Aiming Towards A More Commercial Sound
Espinosa aims more precisely towards an accessible sound with several songs that integrate pop elements.
Robert and Alves travel through a smooth arpeggiated line, intertwining with a lush vocal scat on “Klavier
Latino” until Roditi and Robert play a catchy commercial melody. Roditi tears through the song’s pop
sheen with a skillfully executed improvisation that smartly makes a poignant statement in a short space. In
an unexpected turn of events, drummer Antonio Sanchez takes an understated solo that emphasizes color
and texture, before moving into an impassioned improvisation from Robert. The group creates an undefined
and airy atmosphere as Alves improvises on “Morning Breeze,” until Robert enters into the melody with a
thick vibrato while synthesizers and bird sounds fill the background. Both Roditi and Robert spend the
track traveling through repetitions of the melody, staying close to the assigned parts with an accessible and
defined narrowness. Roditi provides a rhythmic edge to an interesting melody over a samba groove on
“Maria” as Robert and a chorus of voices wrap counter lines into the mix. Robert enthusiastically leaps into
an energetic improvisation that starts with rhythmic ideas and explodes into a flurry of rapid note streams.
Lubambo displays his immense talent for melodic construction on a smart statement that moves through the
chords with integrity and strength. There are several pieces of lush scat, synthesized textures, and simplified
melodies throughout these pieces, as Espinosa searches for a commercial sound while striving to retain his
compositional approach.

An Appealing Piece Of Brazilian Jazz
The equilibrium of artistry and commercialism shifts throughout From Yucatan to Rio , as Espinosa dips
into both sides of the equation. The album definitely includes extensive commercial elements that may
provoke diverse reactions among the jazz community. More experienced listeners may find the strictly
composed and clearly defined forms too smooth and confined. Other listeners may discover a good
introduction to Brazilian Jazz that will both appeal to their ear and challenge their senses. In any case,
Espinosa’s compositions include colorful collections of harmonies and long flowing melodies, all
intelligently packaged long song forms. The pieces provide a good amount of meat that propels the guest
musicians into strong performances. Roditi plays with finesse and fire, nailing the composed pieces while
exploding into excellent examples of high-level musicianship on his solo. Robert falls into pop traps at
times on his melodic interpretations, but his enthusiastic improvisations beg for more attention. Wedding
presents a refined technique and a gorgeous tone, while her pop edge should sit well with the Diana Krall
and Norah Jones fans. Alves consistently leaps out of the album as a distinct stylist that approaches jazz
from a Brazilian point of view, injecting his improvisations with the insights of a cultural insider. These
support people bring clarity to Espinosa’s vision, injecting his ideas with creative energy. The mixture of all
these elements brings an appealing depth into From Yucatan to Rio , providing a firm artistic foundation to
an accessible piece of Brazilian Jazz.
———-
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Setting The Record Straight: George Russell,
Cubano Be, Cubano Bop, And The Origin of Latin
Jazz
Composer, arranger, and theorist George Russell died this
past Monday night July 27, 2009, leaving behind a lifetime of
important work that altered the course of the jazz world.
Russell began playing music as a drummer during his youth
in Cincinnati, moving towards a professional career through
college. During an extended hospital stay, Russell studied
harmony and began writing, soon selling an arrangement to
Benny Carter. He later started performing again, but
composing and arranging quickly became a primary focus.
As he became closer to many jazz musicians, discussions
about theory prompted him to think about harmony in a new
way. He developed his Lydian Chromatic concept, which
challenged traditional thoughts about harmonic organization.
Musicians such as Miles Davis, Bill Evans, and John
Coltrane embraced Russell’s concepts and applied them to
their own musical endeavors, giving us masterpieces like
Davis’ Kind of Blue and Coltrane’s My Favorite Things.
Russell solidified his concept in two books, and practiced it
through performance with his own groups, creating classic
albums such as Jazz Workshop and Ezz-Thetics . A younger
generation digested Russell’s concept as he moved into
education, teaching courses on Lydian Chromatic theory at
the New England Conservatory. Russell was awarded the
MacArthur Foundation Fellowship, the National Endowment for the Arts American Jazz Master Award,
two Guggenheim Fellowships, and many other honors. Russell moved jazz forward significantly; he heard
jazz in a new light, opening the door to a new and modern perspective upon improvisation.
During his early years as a composer and arranger, Dizzy Gillespie hired Russell, who composed and
arranged for the legendary 1947 Carnegie Hall concert, creating the milestone composition “Cubano Be,
Cubano Bop.” This piece served as a major part of the concert, since it showcased Chano Pozo playing
unrestrained and authentic Cuban rhythms, along with traditional chants. The band played to a full audience
at a prestigious hall, setting a new level of exposure and recognition for Afro-Cuban rhythms. The sound of
Pozo’s performance resonated in the ears of musicians around New York and soon they began their own
experimentations with Afro-Cuban rhythms. Following the Carnegie Hall concert, Russell moved onto
other projects, leaving “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop” as his single gift to the Latin Jazz world. Russell’s
contribution to this one point in Latin Jazz history certainly made an impact, but it sits as a minor piece of
his career and a tiny but memorable part of the Latin Jazz canon.
Still, mass media has painted a different story around Russell’s part in the Latin Jazz world. In a piece
reporting Russell’s death, the Associate Press includes this statement:
“Russell was born in Cincinnati in 1923 and attended Wilberforce University. He played drums in Benny
Carter’s band and later wrote ”Cubano Be/Cubano Bop” for Dizzy Gillespie’s orchestra. It premiered at
Carnegie Hall in 1947 and was the first fusion of Afro-Cuban rhythms with jazz.”
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According to the Associated Press, Russell single-handedly created the first fusion of Afro-Cuban rhythms
with jazz.

Looking At “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop” In More Detail
Music evolves through cultural trends and experimentation – one person
can’t simply put all the pieces of a genre together with a single attempt;
there are numerous instances that built up to the composition of “Cubano Be,
Cubano Bop.” Gillespie met Cuban musician Mario Bauzá years before the
Carnegie Hall concert, and they often discussed the possibilities of a
marriage between jazz and Afro-Cuban rhythms. Gillespie experimented
with the concept, composing “Pickin’ the Cabbage” in 1939 for Cab
Calloway’s band, a diluted attempt at integrating the two genres. Bauzá
played upon his background to create more authentic blends of jazz and
Afro-Cuban music as musical director for Machito and His Afro-Cubans.
Most Latin Jazz historians would agree that the Bauzá captured the first
authentic mixture of the two worlds when he composed “Tanga” in 1943.
Further arrangements from Machito pianist Rene Hernandez integrated
bebop soloists and solidified the idea. The Machito band didn’t stop with
“Tanga” though; jazz became an increasing piece of their arrangements. Stan Kenton admired Machito
during this time and requested a musical dedication from composer Pete Rugolo. The resultant piece,
“Machito” was composed in 1946 and then recorded in March of 1947, six months before Gillespie’s
Carnegie Hall concert. In simply a few isolated examples, it becomes very clear that Russell had several
model to build upon; “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop” was far from the first fusion of Afro-Cuban rhythms with
jazz.
At the same time, it’s important to investigate the actual musical importance of “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop”
and its impact upon the tradition. The arrangement rides over an Afro rhythm, allowing Russell to write on
a foundation with little syncopation. The resultant arrangement displays a beautiful sense of harmony and
engaging melodies, but these prime jazz elements sit somewhat detached from the rhythmic basis. Russell
and Gillespie understood limited information about Cuban music at this point, and a language barrier with
Pozo complicated matters. It’s possible that Russell wrote the material without a complete concept of clave
and simply asked Pozo to play something that fit. What made this song legendary was Pozo’s performance
following Russell’s arrangement, an intensive and unaccompanied percussion feature that displayed Pozo’s
massive chops and his knowledge of traditional song. Without Pozo, this piece would have lost the
excitement and momentum that made it legendary. The rhythmic figures and tense harmonies found in the
second half of the piece show keen compositional insight and massive potential. If Russell took more time
refining his writing over Afro-Cuban rhythms, he may have built a strong voice in the style. Still, little
Afro-Cuban music emerged in Russell’s later compositions.
The importance of “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop” was all about the
moment and context of the performance, and its lasting impact
remains isolated to history. By 1947, Gillespie had defined himself as
a major voice in jazz and a stylistic innovator that had helped usher
the world into the bebop era. The performance of “Cubano Be,
Cubano Bop” signaled an influential leader of the jazz community
publicly embracing Afro-Cuban rhythms in a relevant and artistic
way. His performance sent a statement to the jazz community that
Afro-Cuban rhythms held more potential than basic dance
arrangements, they included the possibility for high art. At the same
time, Gillespie premiered the work at a highly respected concert hall
that served as a stage to the world. At that moment, Afro-Cuban
music moved beyond the barrio and found a home in the serious
concert hall. The power of Pozo’s performance captured the world’s
attention and helped bolster the reputation of Afro-Cuban music. The
power of these two elements form the cultural impact of “Cubano Be,
Cubano Bop” much more than the musical content of a piece that has
rarely been recorded or performed over the past 62 years since its premier.

Setting The Record Straight on Russell’s Contributions To Latin Jazz
It’s important to look at Russell’s contributions to Latin Jazz in an honest light, and considering these
thoughts about “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop,” it’s hard to agree with the original statement from the
Associated Press. Several sources changed this sentence slightly to create the sentence “It premiered at
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Carnegie Hall in 1947 and was one of the first fusions of Afro-Cuban rhythms with jazz.” Although this
still skews the story a bit, at least these sources made an attempt to bend the story towards the truth. Maybe
a more accurate state would be to say that (“Cubano Be, Cubano Bop”) was one of the first early fusions of
Afro-Cuban rhythms with jazz to reach a wide audience and gain the attention of the greater bebop
community. Journalists work within confines of word limits and such, but a slight revision like this would
provide a more accurate portrayal of the situation and show greater respect to both Russell and the Latin
Jazz world.
With all this in mind, one vital question remains – why is a correction like this even important? We’re
discussing one sentence in a greater press release that for the most part kept its emphasis upon Russell’s
creation of a theoretical concept. An important and experienced musician like Russell most likely would
have pointed out the error; in reality, we’re probably looking at the mistake of a misinformed journalist that
doesn’t understand Latin Jazz history. Besides, sensationalistic statements sell news, and the public always
loves an artist that turns everything they touch to gold. So can’t we just write an error like this off to
ignorance and scoff about the lack of respect for Latin Jazz in American culture?
Well, no we can’t. Doing so just allows mistakes like this to continue, and there are greater issues at hand.

Changing The Perception Of Latin Jazz
The attribution of “the first fusion of Afro-Cuban rhythms with jazz” to
Russell completely co-opts the cultural background of Latin Jazz. With
that one statement, the work that musicians from Cuba and Puerto Rico
such as Bauzá, Machito, and Tito Puente did to build the style
disappears. Based upon the press release, one man had the vision to
combine Afro-Cuban rhythms with jazz, sparking the creation of a
whole style. Gillespie and Pozo become footnotes in the overall story,
simply the performers that followed the brilliance of the compositions.
Well, actually, Gillespie becomes a footnote in the story, while Pozo,
who wasn’t even mentioned in the article, becomes invisible. In one
simple sentence, the Associated Press shifts the credit for a creation
made by multiple African-American, Caribbean, & South American
musicians to single man. This exists as one more example of Latino
musicians and their contributions being buried, an unacceptable trend.
For years, the press, jazz historians, and musicians have understated,
ignored, and altered the contribution of Latino musicians to the jazz
world. Yet the recognized influence of Latin music dates back to the
creation of jazz when Jelly Roll Morton discussed the essential “Spanish
Tinge” in jazz. Latin musicians contributed actively to swing and bebop before the birth of “Latin Jazz,”
displaying a high level of musicianship, comparable to their peers. As an example, trombonist Juan Tizol
long served as a member of the Duke Ellington band, adding a distinct personality, improvisational skills,
and strong compositions to the group. Musicians like Pozo, Bauzá, Machito, and Puente pioneered the
integration of Afro-Cuban rhythms into a jazz context, expanding the artistic possibilities of the genre.
Their compositions, recordings, and concerts not only resulted in inspiring music, but they also made
powerful statements about cultural identity in the jazz world. It’s about time that more people from the jazz
community and the worldwide audience make this association.

Where To Go From Here
We need to walk away with two ideas here –
1. We need to be unwavering in our awareness about Latin Jazz in our community and take every
opportunity to defend it
2. George Russell was amazing musician that helped move the jazz world into the modern age; he just
didn’t do it through the composition of “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop.”
Despite this press error following Russell’s death, it’s important to recognize the importance of his
contributions to the jazz world. His Lydian Chromatic concept altered the perceptions of many jazz
musicians and opened up the possibility of a completely new sound. The development of Miles’ modal
concept may have traveled in a different direction without Russell – I’d hate to think of a world without
Kind of Blue . Coltrane, Bill Evans, and Ornette Coleman all ingested Russell’s ideas and changed the
world with some amazing music. Take the time to investigate Russell’s music and respect his contributions
to the jazz world, he deserves it. Let’s just keep our eyes and ears open and continue to defend the cultural
background of our music – I’m sure that Russell would have appreciated that.
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Find Out More About George Russell And “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop”
There’s a variety of great tributes to Russell around the blogosphere focusing upon his major contributions,
take a minute to check them out and learn more about him:
Rifftides
NPR’s A Blog Supreme
Nate Chinen’s The Gig
Jacob’s Jazz Blog
If you’re interested in checking out “Cubano Be, Cubano Bop,” here’s some listening suggestions:

Dizzy Gillespie: The Complete RCA Victor Recordings: 1947-1949

George Russell: New York Big Band
———-
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An Open Letter To JazzTimes Regarding Latin Jazz
Is Latin Jazz On Its Deathbed? A Need To Reach The Younger Generation
10 Latin Jazz Perspectives On Miles Davis
Latin Jazz Standards: 10 Versions Of Tin Tin Deo
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Focusing The Spotlight: More About Samuel
Quinto & Free MP3 Downloads!
Our current Spotlight Artist Samuel Quinto brings an enormous amount of
musicality, technical virtuosity, and applied creativity into his performance
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on the trio recording Salsa’ N Jazz. The pianist infuses each piece with a
soulful joy that resonates through the music, bringing a passionate edge to
his unique blend of jazz, Afro-Cuban music, and Brazilian rhythms. He
integrates an influence from some of the most respected jazz and Latin
pianists, including Michel Camilo and Chick Corea, but without a doubt, his
performance explodes with a distinct personality that bursts through each
track. As a composer, he delivers pieces that play upon the exciting
momentum of Latin rhythms, but also explore the inherent beauty of flowing
melodies and rich harmonies. Bassist Marcos Borges and drummer Manuel
Santiesteban offer firm support throughout the album, displaying a strong
command over the different styles that Quinto investigates and an informed ability to navigate diverse
harmonic territory. Quinto applies his musicians’ skills wisely, integrating them closely into his
arrangements. There’s a wise balance between composed band parts and open improvisatory material that
maintains a cohesive sound while allowing space for spontaneity. These three musicians take the trio format
and push it into a demanding style of Latin Jazz, turning the sound of three people into a massive wave of
propulsive energy. Quinto and his trio provide a lot of reasons to hear Salsa’ N Jazz, making a compelling
musical argument that can’t be missed.
If you want to get a better feel for Quinto’s music, there’s plenty of places online that you can find him.
Quinto’s website offers a look at both of Quinto’s albums, some great video clips and pictures, as well as
background information and a current schedule. You can befriend Quinto and check out samples from
Salsa’ N Jazz over at his MySpace page. His YouTube page has a wealth of videos, featuring him
performing in a variety of contexts; he also keeps it regularly updated, so you can check back often. Stay
updated on all the latest news and events through Quinto’s Facebook page, and don’t forget to take the time
and become a fan. Bassist Marcos Borges can be found on his MySpace page, letting you find out a little
bit more about the man behind the low end. Drummer Manuel Santiesteban also resides on MySpace, check
out his work with Quinto and beyond HERE. Take a few minutes to travel around the internet, and you’ll
find plenty of options to become familiar with this fantastic musician.
Still looking for more Quinto? Don’t worry; we’ve got you covered. Quinto has kindly offered to share not
one, but two tracks with LJC readers. Starting this morning, the songs “Salsa’ N Jazz” and “Quinto’s
Rhumba” have found a new home at the LJC Listening Center. Head over there now and download MP3s
of both complete tracks, add them to your iPod and you’re ready to go. Don’t wait; download these tracks
now at the LJC Listening Center. Once you hear these tracks, you’re going to be hooked; once you’re ready
for more take the dive, support Quinto, and pick up a copy of Salsa’ N Jazz - you’ll be glad that you did!
I’ve included a write-up on Quinto from Frank Eichardt below that includes some biographical information,
giving you yet another chance to become familiar with Quinto. Enjoy!
———Samuel Quinto is an exceptional piano player; his virtuoso, often
percussive playing, often with a continuous “tumbao,” accompanying the
other solos as well as his own, is intoxicating. His compositions,
influenced among others by Michel Camilo, Chick Corea and Gonzalo
Rubalcaba, are original melodies that can have - different colorings,
depending on the ethnic or geographic origin of theme, dance or title.
Hard to believe that Samuel Quinto is self-taught - his prodigy tale goes
like this:
Quinto was born in Belem/Pará, North-Brazil, and raised in Salvador da
Bahía. Various good piano players accompanied the gospel singing in
the Baptist church “Igreja Batista Sinai”, which his family regularly
visited, and the seven year old boy was fascinated by them. He wanted to
learn to play everything that they could play, and he wanted to become a
better piano player than the best of them. All alone, only by ear, he
taught himself everything. In his parents’ house there was a piano. His
parents encouraged him, let him do as he liked. Piano classes were hard
to finance, and he anyway didn’t want to practice scales and the
classical canon. Rather, he learned by himself to play what he liked to
play, learned to read and write music, and to make arrangements for
music groups and choirs in the church. At the age of 12 he began
playing the piano during services, in “his” church, in front of 1000
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members of the congregation.
After a few terms at university, he gave up his studies of civil engineering and finally - aged 25 - decided to
focus on one thing only: music! He earned his livelihood as piano-player in the bar of Hotel Marriott in
Costa do Sauipe, a holiday resort near Salvador. He was bored by many forms of piano music and always
wanted to play more complex things. One day he discovered Michel Camilo, the master pianist and
composer in classical music and jazz; finally Quinto found his ideal of Latin Jazz.
In 2008 Samuel Quinto taught Latin jazz piano in a master class at the conservatory of the Catholic
University in Salvador da Bahía, and in another master class at “Escola Jazz Ao Norte” in Porto, and has
since given several solo concerts in Portugal. The first Samuel Quinto Trio CD, “Latin Jazz Thrill,” was
released 2007 in Portugal and has provided the core of the repertoire during numerous concerts and
festivals in 2007 and 2008 in various towns in Portugal and during the tour of 2008 with appearances in
Hamburg, Berlin, Köln and Heilbronn as well as in Liège and Limoges. Samuel Quinto’s 2nd CD, “Salsa ‘n
Jazz” was released officially on June 6th, 2009 and was presented in a concert in Porto. On bass was a
classically trained contra bass player, Marcos Borges, also from Brasil, and on drums was Manuel
Santiesteban from Cuba, who studied drums in Havana. The CD features eight compositions by Samuel
Quinto and one standard, variable tone colors despite pure piano trio instrumentation, and an intoxicating
joy of playing. Regular repetition of themes and precise playing in harmony may create the impression, on
first hearing, that everything is through-composed, though actually its 50 % improvisation.
The track list describes the pieces as the courses of a festive dinner
(contributed by Rui Vital, also a musician coming from Brasil and a
friend of Samuel Quinto), and it gets things fairly close:
The starter - “Quinto’s Rhumba” - in the style of the jazz-rock-latin
fusion experiments of the sixties, a lot of fun and an homage to Herbie
Hancock, whets your appetite for more Latin rhythms. The main course
is seven more compositions by Samuel Quinto, themes with a Brazilian
and/or Cuban touch and rhythm, among them two romantic ballads,
dedicated to Samuel Quinto’s wife and to his mother. As dessert, a
beautiful version of “Stella By Starlight, which after a short introduction
of the theme turns into improvisations over salsa rhythms.
I talked to Samuel Quinto after his trio’s concert in Hamburg 2008, and
we had been corresponding since then. Finally he invited my wife and
me to the concert in Porto, and again, “live” it was even better than on
CD. The location, the concert hall of the private jazz school “Escola Jazz
Ao Norte” in Porto, which breathes in the great music enthusiasm of its
founder, owner and director, engineer Pedro Ferreira. The school
provides music lessons on various instruments, workshops, music-therapy and concerts. Whenever all his
administration and finance work leaves him the time, he takes saxophone lessons in his own school. All the
well-tempered and excited friends, the helpers, and the three musicians of the Samuel Quinto Trio,
appeared in elegant black suites before the almost 100 guests. All shared a great passion for music, for Latin
jazz, personified by Samuel Quinto that night in Porto at the grand piano.
Meanwhile, a couple of things have become clear to me: Latin Jazz isn’t principally different from North
American jazz, but an extension of its possibilities by the multiple rhythms of Latin American music, a
process of exchange and mutual influence, continuing since the 1940s. And Samuel Quinto is on the way to
becoming one of the great ones among the piano players in this genre.
Frank Eichardt
June 22, 2009
Hamburg - Germany
———-
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